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INTRODUCTION

On February 2, 1973, the Securities and Exchange Commission, after 12
days of public hearings' and the review of extensive written comments
submitted by the public, issued a release2 stating that the Commission
expected to take further steps to permit, but not require, issuers to disclose
projected earnings in prospectuses and reports filed with the Commission,
despite the long-standing, well-supported, and wise policy of the Commis-
sion to the contrary. The release proposes the permissive use of projections
to issuers who have a prior history of earnings and of internal budgeting
and have been making filings under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
(the 1934 Act) for a specified minimum period. Projections may relate only
to sales and earnings, and the underlying assumptions must be set forth.
The period of projections must be reasonable; the current fiscal year is
suggested. There may be a requirement for periodical updating of projec-
tions. For the present there will be no requirement that projections be
verified or certified by accountants or others. Rules limiting liability for
projections under the securities laws will be considered; such rules might
provide that a projection will not be deemed to misstate a material fact if
reasonably based in fact, prepared with reasonable care, and carefully
reviewed. The release states that the Commission will issue further imple-
menting releases proposing for public comment the changes in rules and
forms necessary to permit projections.

The SEC has not issued, so far as this writer is aware, any further
statement with respect to projections except for the statement quoted at
516 infra, which was in the Commission's release of June 1, 1973, amend-
ing various forms under the 1933 and 1934 Acts.3 Except for the statement

* Senior Partner in Sullivan & Cromwell, New York City. A.B., Cornell University (1921);

LL.B., Cornell University (1923). Member of the New York Bar.
1. SEC "Estimates, Forecasts of Projections of Economic Performance and Related Sub-

jects" Hearings, November 20 to December 12, 1972 [hereinafter cited as SEC Hearings on
Projections].

2. SEC Securities Act Rel. No. 5362 (Feb. 2, 1973); SEC Exchange Act Rel. No. 9984 (Feb.
2, 1973).

3. But see Address by former SEC Chairman G. Bradford Cook, New York Regional
Group of the American Society of Corporate Secretaries, April 19, 1973. Mr. Cook stated in
his speech that he expected guidelines for earnings projections to be issued later in 1973. Also
in an address by SEC Chairman Ray Garrett, Jr., Financial Analysts Federation, April 29,
1974, which was subsequent to the preparation of this article, Mr. Garrett said that in the
area of forecasting he favored experimenting on a voluntary basis permitting investors access
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of the new Chairman of the SEC (referred to in note 3), this writer does
not know how the Commissioners' feel about projected earnings or the
priority which should be given to implement the February 2, 1973 release.
The SEC staff has indicated, however, that work is going forward on the
additional releases, although no target date has been set for their issuance.

THE SEC's POSITION ON PROJECTIONS IN THE PAST

Before proceeding further, it would be well to state what is meant by the
term "projections." As used in this article the term includes estimates,
forecasts, and projections, even though an estimate is sometimes said to
be a "guesstimate" based on experience; a forecast is said to be a position
reached through a statistical pattern and the application of judgment; and
a projection is said to be an arithmetical extension of past results based
on various assumptions.5 Thus, projections or projected earnings herein
includes the guess of an experienced person, figures reached by the mathe-
matical extrapolation of prior trends, and figures reached by the most
sophisticated computations based on past experience and complex (but
never certain) justifiable assumptions.

For nearly 35 years, the SEC has for the most part prohibited the use of
projected earnings in prospectuses under the Securities Act of 1933 or in
other SEC filings.' The reasons are cogently stated as follows by Harry
Heller, formerly a member of the Commission's staff:

Since an expert can speak with authority only as to subjects upon which
he has professional knowledge and since no engineering course or other

to this information from management in a formal and regulated way and that the SEC hopes
to get statements on this subject out in the fall of 1974.

4. Since February 2, 1973, there have been four changes among the five members of the
SEC, including a new Chairman. Ray Garrett, Jr. was seated on August 6, 1973, to succeed
William J. Casey as Chairman; A. A. Sommers was seated on August 6, 1973, to replace A.
Sydney Herlong, Jr.; John R. Evans was seated on February 23, 1973, to replace James J.
Needham; Irving T. Pollock was seated on February 13, 1974, to replace Hugh F. Owens. Thus
Philip A. Loomis, Jr. is the only present Commissioner who was a member of the Commission
prior to February 2, 1973.

5. This terminology is discussed in Statement by C. J. Danihel, President, Financial
Projection & Certification Co. SEC Hearings on Projections. In England, The City Code on
Take-Overs and Mergers, (Rev. Feb. 1972) which will be discussed infra, uses the term
"profit forecasts" in the same sense as "projections" or "projected earnings." Another
definitional framework exists in Chalmers, Truth and Consequences-The New Game in
Forecasting: Should our Disclosure Apparatus Co-Opt The Analyst's Crystal Ball? 47 ST.
JOHN'S L. REV. 38, 39-40 (1972) [hereinafter cited as CHALMERS].

6. Compare American Kid Co., 1 S.E.C. 694 (1936) implying that it was permissible to
include properly prepared projections in a prospectus, with Thomas Bond, Inc., 5 S.E.C. 60
(1939) prohibiting the inclusion of projections in a prospectus. See Statement by H. Kripke,
SEC Hearings on Projections 22-23; Kripke, Rule 10b-5 Liability and "Material Facts," 46
N.Y.U.L. REV. 1061, 1067 (1971) [hereinafter cited as KRIPKE]. See also Richard J. Buck &
Co., SEC Exchange Act Rel. No. 8482 (Dec. 31, 1968).
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professional training has ever been known to qualify anyone as a clairvoy-
ant, attempts by companies to predict future earnings on their own or on
the authority of experts have almost invariably been held by the Commis-
sion to be misleading because they suggest to the investor a competence
and authority which in fact does not exist.'

This quotation was repeated by Judge Hoffman in his opinion in Union
Pacific R.R. v. Chicago & Northwestern Ry.5

There have been some exceptions to this policy. For example, real estate
companies, particularly where the assets consist of a single commercial
building, or group of buildings, have often included projections in their
prospectuses-presumably on the theory that such a company has a fixed
level of rental income under long-term -contractual commitments, i.e.,
leases to tenants, and fixed overhead, which, in the absence of changes in
business conditions beyond the issuer's control such as inflation, strikes,
war, floods, transportation problems, energy crises, brokerage house fail-
ures, changes in the prime rate, and price controls would seem to predicate
a fairly constant income level.9

Alan B. Levinson, Director of the SEC's Division of Corporation Fi-
nance, stated at a panel presentation on August 7, 1973, that in the case
of tax shelter companies "numerical economic analysis, or mathematical
models as they are now called, but as we all know are projections, must
be recognized as significant information and appropriate guidelines issued.
This will be done."' 0

The SEC has not objected to the publication of projected earnings by
an issuer in contexts other than a public offering or the solicitation of
proxies, and, although frowned upon by many leading corporations and
investment bankers as too risky, some issuers have in fact regularly pub-
lished earnings projections of one type or another which, unfortunately,
have not always been close to actual results." According to the old adage,

7. Heller, Disclosure Requirements Under Federal Securities Regulation, 16 Bus. LAW.
300, 307 (1961).

8. 226 F. Supp. 400, 409 (N.D. Ill. 1964).
9.. See Solomon, Pro Forma Statements, Projections and the SEC, 24 Bus. LAW. 389,

390-92 (1969). Solomon cites several examples of the real estate exception and then argues
that its alleged reason for existence does not stand thorough analysis since "[a] merchandis-
ing company may be able to forecast the level of consumer demand with as great a degree of
accuracy as a real estate company can estimate the collectibility of the future year's rent."
Id. at 392. See generally MacDonald, Real Estate Investment Trusts Under the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954: Proposals for Revision, 32 GEo. WASH. L. REv. 808 (1964). But see
Meyer, Realty-Trust Woes, Wall St. J., Jan. 21, 1974, at 1, col. 1, and Ltrs. to Ed., Wall St.
J., Jan. 29, 1974, at 18, col. 4.

10. 29 Bus. LAW. 269, 271-72 (1973).
11. Introductory Statement by former SEC Chairman Casey, SEC Hearings on

Projections 10-11 and Statement by SEC Division of Corporation Finance of the results of a
review made of all issues of The Wall Street Journal during the month of November 1972
quoting 153 statements by management of forecast information, of which all but 31 included
dollar amounts, often in ranges, of future sales or earnings.
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"Figures can't lie, but liars can figger." However, if an issuer has reached
an understanding with a securities dealer to underwrite a public offering,
or is soliciting proxies in connection with a merger or acquisition, the
publication of a projection, unless accompanied by a final prospectus in
the case of a public offering, has been regarded as illegal, 2 and Rule 14a-
91:1 of the SEC's proxy rules lists predictions as to specific future market
values, earnings, or dividends as the first example of what may be false or
misleading.

The estimated value of assets of a business is closely related to projected
earnings, since the latter depends to a great extent upon the earnings
performance of the assets. It is not surprising, therefore, that the SEC has
generally also prohibited the use of estimated asset values in prospectuses,
proxy statements, and other filings, although again there have been excep-
tions." The courts too have indicated that failure to provide appropriate
information in a take-over situation or proxy contest, when real asset value
is significantly different from book value, can result in the omission of a
material fact. '5

It was argued by some of the persons at the SEC Hearings on Projections
in 1972, and it has been stated elsewhere," that the Commission's position
as to the disclosure required in a prospectus concerning the reserves of an
issuer in the extractive industry, and the disclosure required in a Schedule
13D Statement (Item 5) of the intentions of a raider seeking to take over
another company with respect to liquidating it, or selling its assets, or
merging it, or making any other major changes in its business or corporate
structure, are further examples of the Commission's present requirements
for disclosing a prediction.

12. SEC Securities Act Rel. No. 3844 (Oct. 8, 1957); SEC Securities Act Rel. No. 5009
(Oct. 7, 1969); SEC Securities Act Rel. No. 4697 (May 28, 1964); SEC Securities Act Rel.
No. 5180 (Aug. 16, 1971).

13. 17 C.F.R. §240.14a-9 (1973).
14. Compare registration statement of May Stores Realty Corp. [SEC File No. 2-12923

(1957)1, where, because of New York legal investment standards, prospectus was permitted
to include appraisal by an engineering firm of "estimated reproduction cost new less deprecia-
tion" and "appraised value of the land as if vacant," without any representation that these
values had any relationship to fair market value, with registration statement of Southern
Realty & Utilities Corp. [SEC File No. 2-15375 (1959)], where appraisal of real estate value
was removed at the request of the SEC staff. Heller, supra note 7, at 309-10, n. 21; Introduc-
tory Statement by former SEC Chairman Casey, supra note 11, at 9.

15. Feit v. Leasco Data Processing Equip. Corp., 332 F. Supp. 544 (E.D. N.Y. 1971); SEC
v. Bangor Punta Corp., 331 F. Supp. 1154 (S.D. N.Y. 1971); Gerstle v. Gamble-Skogmo, Inc.,
298 F. Supp. 66 (E.D. N.Y. 1969).

16. Solomon, supra note 9, at 404-05; Address by Manuel F. Cohen, former Chairman of
SEC, The American Society of Corporate Secretaries, Inc., June 28, 1966. Certain recently
filed prospectuses, available at the Commission's Public Reference Section in Washington,
D.C., are illustrative of this inconsistency. Examine, for example, the following prospectuses:
Gulf Resources and Chemical, File No. 2-27519; U.S. Smelting and Refining, File No. 2-
27631; and United Nuclear Corp., File No. 2-27920.
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Oil and ore reserves must be broken down and presented in the prospec-
tus as developed and undeveloped, with estimates of quality, quantity, and
the cost of future development, but the issuer is not permitted to estimate
the worth of reserves in dollars. 7 Practically all competent geologists and
petroleum and mining engineers contend that since no one really knows
what is underground or what will happen if certain things occur, reserve
estimates are, therefore, at best, predictions of what future production will
be. Underground reserve figures are justified on the ground that, without
them, you cannot evaluate a company in the extractive business, particu-
larly since the balance sheet value of reserves usually bears no relationship
to fair value, nor is it even indicative of size. Drilling expenses may have
been expensed instead of capitalized, and the out-of-pocket expenses of
exploring for and developing a mine, even if capitalized in part, bear no
necessary relationship to the true value of a discovery. In the take-over
context, the SEC's justification for requiring information about the future
intent of the raider is that a change in control may trigger action having a
material effect on the future value of an offeree's securities, and he is
entitled to know what the raider intends to do if he gets control.

Late in 1971 and during the first part of 1972, the Commission conducted
public hearings on what it called "hot issue" securities markets, that is,
the tendency for the market price of the stock of a new company to fluc-
tuate widely immediately after its initial public offering by underwriters
in a firm commitment underwriting, with attendant quick profits for some
investors and substantial losses and heartaches for others. In many cases,
as a result of the heavy demand created by over-zealous selling efforts, the
stock rises to a point substantially above the initial offering price, and
then, as purchasers unload and take their profits, the stock drops sharply
to below the initial offering price as more and more shares suddenly be-
come available for purchasers. Following the "hot issue" hearings, a re-
lease was issued proposing various changes in SEC rules and forms which
it was hoped would curb the excesses.'

One proposal would have amended the registration forms under the 1933
Act to require that the prospectus of a new issuer include the plan for its
operations during the balance of the current fiscal year (plus the first six
months of the next fiscal year if the registration statement was filed in the
last six months of a fiscal year), including a budget, if available, of antici-
pated cash reserves and cash expenditures presented on a quarterly basis.
The Commission also proposed that reporting forms under the 1934 Act be
revised for such companies so as to require the updating of information on
budgets for a period of two fiscal years.

17. Statement by Emens, Disclosure of Operating Statistics and the Securities and Ex-
change Commission, SEC Hearings on Projections 10; Address by J. L. Lawrence Muir,
Annual Meeting of The Society of Petroleum Evaluation Engineers, December 7, 1970.

18. SEC Securities Act Rel. No. 5274 (July 26, 1972); SEC Exchange Act Rel. No. 9670
(July 26, 1972).
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The forms were actually amended by releases issued on June 1, 1973,
effective August 1, 1973,'" but these releases did not go as far as the pro-
posals. Instead, a new company seeking public funds for the first time must
include in its prospectus only a plan of operations for these future periods,
with a narrative statement of the issuer's opinion (with the basis for such
opinion) as to the period of time that the proceeds of the offering will
satisfy cash requirements and whether within the next six months addi-
tional funds must be raised.

The original proposal of July 26, 1972, to require the inclusion of cash
budgets for these companies, had been justified in the release of that date
as follows: "budgets are given significant weight by venture capitalists and
investment bankers in determining whether to invest in or underwrite the
securities of a new company. 2 0 But in actually amending the forms by the
release of June 1, 1973, which was well after the SEC Hearings on Pro-
jections in late 1972, the Commission made the following statement:

The Commission has determined not to adopt at this time, but is not
withdrawing, the proposal to require certain registrants to disclose in the
registration statement cash budgets, if available. This proposal will be
reconsidered in light of Securities Act Release 5362 (February 2, 1973)
announcing the Commission's determinations with respect to the filing of
projection information and subsequent implementing releases, as well as
experience in administering the new disclosure requirements. The Com-
mission believes at present that registrants with limited track records may
not have the experience, expertise or resources to prepare reliable cash
budgets, particularly since such budgets are based, in part, on projection
of sales or revenues, and that the liability exposure resulting from use of
unreliable budget information might restrict the raising of capital by such
registrants. As it indicated in Release 33-5362, the Commission is consid-
ering proposing for comment a rule which would provide that where a
projection has reasonable basis and is carefully reviewed, liability under
the federal securities laws would not result solely from the fact that actual
results turn out to be different from projected results. The Commission's
final determination with respect to such a rule would also affect its recon-
sideration of the proposal relating to cash budgets.2 '

The SEC's positions with respect to real estate and tax shelter com-
panies, companies in extractive industries, new venture companies, -and
persons engaged in take-overs, all of which in one way or another call for
information about the future, may be somewhat inconsistent with the
Commission's historical position against the inclusion of projected earn-
ings in prospectuses or SEC filings.2" In these situations the Commission

19. SEC Securities Act Rel. No. 5395 (June 1, 1973); SEC Exchange Act Rel. No. 10180
(June 1, 1973).

20. See note 18 supra.
21. See note 19 supra.
22. See, e.g., Solomon, note 9 supra, at 404-07.
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apparently has decided that the benefits of disclosure outweigh any possi-
ble detriment to the public, but this remains to be seen. It does not follow
that earnings projections should generally be permitted or required. In
most cases, in this writer's opinion, there is a great likelihood of abuse,
misuse, and misunderstanding by the public.

The British have permitted earnings projections, or profit forecasts as
they call them, for many years, and they have been increasingly used there
since 1968 when the City Code on Take-Overs and Mergers was amended
specifically to recognize their use in take-over documents. For many years
before 1968, profit forecasts, at least for the balance of the current fiscal
year and sometimes for the ensuing fiscal year, were required in listing
applications to The Stock Exchange, London. The City Code, the forms
used, and the experience with profit forecasts in England are discussed in
some detail below. For the moment, suffice it to say that the British experi-
ence was an important factor in bringing about the SEC's reconsideration
of projected earnings in the United States.

Also important were four recent decisions of the federal courts. The first
three were Gerstle v. Gamble-Skogmo, Inc.,23 SEC v. Bangor Punta
Corp.,2 and Feit v. Leasco Data Processing Equipment Corp. ;21 the fourth
is Dolgow v. Anderson,26 involving projections issued by Monsanto Com-
pany.

Gamble Skogmo was a majority stockholder of General Outdoor, and
proxy material was sent to the latter's stockholders in connection with a
merger of the companies. The plaintiff was a minority stockholder of Gen-
eral Outdoor who claimed that the proxy material was misleading because
it did not properly highlight the fact that appraisals of certain real estate
owned by General Outdoor, which had been prepared by qualified person-
nel of both companies, showed values substantially in excess of book val-
ues. Before the suit was brought, part of the real estate was sold at prices
well in excess of book value. The court agreed with the plaintiff, even
though the proxy statement said that the price obtained for the St. Louis
branch, as well as the prices at which other outdoor advertising operations
were then being bought and sold, demonstrated that the market value of
a substantial portion of the company's plants was considerably in excess
of book value and that, "[biased on appraisals and on the prices obtained
by General Outdoor during 1962 and 1963 on sales of similar real estate,
General Outdoor believes that on May 31, 1963, the foregoing approxi-
mately 220 parcels of real estate had a value, when sold in connection with
other outdoor advertising facilities in the same area, of approximately
$3,700,000 or $839,127 in excess of the book value of $2,860,873 as of the
sam e date . . .. "27

23. 298 F. Supp. 66 (E.D. N.Y. 1969).
24. 331 F. Supp. 1154 (S.D. N.Y. 1971).
25. 332 F. Supp. 544 (E.D. N.Y. 1971).
26. 53 F.R.D. 664 (E.D. N.Y. 1971), aff'd, 464 F.2d 437 (2d Cir. 1972).
27. 298 F. Supp. at 69.
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In Bangor Punta, the SEC forced the registrant to pay damages to the
tendering stockholders in an exchange offer on the basis that the prospec-
tus was misleading in failing to point out that certain railroad properties,
carried on registrant's balance sheet at $18.4 million as a result of an
appraisal four years earlier, were probably worth only about $5 million, in
view of the fact that, after seeking offers, the registrant had received only
one offer which was for about $5 million. Bangor Punta had accepted that
offer after the registration statement became effective.

In Leasco, the court awarded damages to stockholders of Reliance Insur-
ance Company because the Leasco prospectus used in an exchange offer
for Reliance stock failed to point out that Reliance's so-called "surplus
surplus" (which is an estimate of the excess of certain reserves over the
reserves which as a practical matter are required under state insurance
regulations) was at least $75 million, and that the intention of Leasco was
to remove this "surplus surplus" after it acquired control of Reliance.

In Dolgow, stockholders of Monsanto sued that company and its officers
and directors in a class action for damages as a result of the issuance by
Monsanto of a projection of its sales and net income for fiscal 1966, which
in fact proved to be inaccurate. After Monsanto established that it had
prepared the projections in good faith and with reasonable care, the court
held that the suit could not be maintained as a class action because there
was no possibility that the plaintiffs could prevail on the merits. Later the
defendants' motion for summary judgment was granted.

THE BRITISH PRACTICE

The City Code on Take-Overs and Mergers 28 is not a statute and does
not have the force of law. It is a set of standards developed by the so-called
City Working Party, which originally was set up in 1959 by the Bank of
England, for the purpose of considering good business practices in the
conduct of take-overs and mergers. The City Working Party consists of
representatives from the principal elements of the London financial com-
munity, including banks, insurance companies, pension funds, issuing
houses, the Confederation of British Industry, and the Stock Exchange. It
operates through a panel which has developed and enforces the City Code
with the help of an executive staff headed by a Director General.

Many offering circulars used in British takeovers include projected earn-
ings, or profit forecasts, as the British call them, although they are only
permitted and not required. No take-over or merger can effectively be
carried out in Britain without the participation of at least someone from
the London financial community. A violation of the City Code results in
the member being publicly censured, which under British practice is likely

28. Published under that name, revised February 1972, and obtainable from The Secre-
tary, Panel on Take-Overs and Mergers, P.O. Box No. 226, The Stock Exchange Building,
London EC2P 2JX. This Code is referred to hereafter as the City Code.
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to have an adverse effect on its business far greater in deterrent effect than
a fine or temporary suspension of the right to do business.

The panel feels that under the City Code, it has more flexibility to
prevent abuse as soon as potential abuse is discovered than it would have
under a statute, and also that under a statute a person with ingenuity
might so order his affairs as to avoid its technical application, which is not
practically possible under the Code. 9 The City Code itself says that per-
sons engaged in the transactions covered should be aware "that the spirit
as well as the precise wording of these General Principles and of the ensu-
ing Rules must be observed."

Rule 16 of the City Code provides that profit forecasts must be "com-
piled with the greatest possible care by the Directors whose sole responsi-
bility they are," that when they "appear in any document addressed to
shareholders in connection with an offer the assumptions, including the
commercial assumptions, upon which the Directors have based their profit
forecasts, must be stated in the document."

The City Code is supplemented by so-called Practice Notes, of which
Notes 4 and 6 pertain to profit forecasts. Note 4 indicates, inter alia, that
forecasts can take many forms and that, even if no particular figure is
mentioned, certain words such as "profits will be somewhat higher than
last year" or "profits of the second half-year are expected to be similar to
those earned in the first half-year" may constitute profit forecasts. Note 6
reviews the types of assumptions usually listed as the basis for forecasts
and shows how they should be framed so as to be of maximum assistance
to the reader.

There has appeared an excellent discussion of assumptions and their
presentation in a note in a Scottish accounting magazine,1° including as an
Appendix the form reproduced as an Appendix at the end of this article.
The Appendix has been included here because of the almost complete lack
of a well constructed model in American publications or in the papers
presented at the SEC Hearings on Projections. Particularly important, it
seems to this writer, is the emphasis in Practice Note 6 on the necessity of
including a justification for assumptions which are not self-justifying, as
is illustrated by assumptions 1, 2, 3, and 7 in the Appendix.

The Appendix contains the form of an accountants' report on projected
earnings such as might be used in Britain. The accountants state that
their review was limited to the accounting basis and calculations for the
forecasts. They recite the company's practice in the use of forecasts in the
last four years and the relationship of these to actual results. The accoun-
tants' opinion, insofar as it addresses the actual forecasts, is limited to the
fact that, so far as basis and calculations are concerned, the forecasts have

29. See Forward to Report of Panel on Take-Overs and Mergers for the Year ended 31st
March, 1973, also obtainable from the source referred to in note 28 supra.

30. THE ACCOUNTANT'S MAGAZINE at 13-20 (Jan. 1972).
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been properly compiled on the footing of the stated assumptions consistent
with the company's normal accounting practices.

The British accounting profession has apparently not been concerned
that the rendition of these reports impairs "independence" for the purpose
of reporting on actual earnings. Moreover, so far as can be learned, the
panel has not been concerned with the necessity of periodic up-dating of
earnings projections in light of developments since the latest projection,
although the energy crisis, the three-day work week in England, and the
now terminated coal miners' strike there, may change this, as obviously
there is going to be a substantial decline in the earnings of many compa-
nies.

The British recognize that an outside accounting firm cannot validly
make a judgment as to the reasonableness of management's assumptions,
although Practice Note 16 points out that an accounting firm would be
unwilling to give any opinion at all if it believed that there was no reasona-
ble basis for one of the material assumptions. This is consistent with the
views expressed by most of those participating in the SEC Hearings on
Projections, although some disagreed.

This writer is of the view that while the British experience is interesting,
it is readily distinguishable from the situation in the United States. The
class action is not known in Great Britain, and the plaintiff has the burden
of proving negligence with respect to the preparation of projected earnings
and the damages suffered as a result of such negligence. The unsuccessful
plaintiff is generally required to pay the costs of the successful defendant.
These factors tend to dampen the British enthusiasm for such litigation.
In Britain new venture capital companies do not generally raise money
from the public. They are financed through their initial stages by merchant
bankers, who, in many respects, combine the functions of our commercial
banks and investment bankers. Thus when a company goes public for
funds, it is a seasoned business, well able to prepare projections and have
them vouched for by the sponsoring merchant banker and accountants.

In the United States, on the other hand, there immediately would be
dispute about the content of the accountant's opinion." Liability would be
broadly asserted in derivative and class actions, and the courts would be
faced with the background of the Rule 10b-5 cases. 2 All of this would
transpire, no matter what the Commission should decide concerning a rule
which might purport to say that projected earnings, prepared with reason-
able care and presented with the underlying assumption, are not to be
deemed a material fact or to have omitted a material fact for liability
purposes.

31. See SEC Submission by Spacek dated December 12, 1972.
32. See A. BROMBERG, SECURITIES LAW: FRAUD (1973).
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SEC HEARINGS ON PROJECTED EARNINGS

It was in light of the foregoing that the Commission, on November 1,
1972, ordered that public proceedings be held with respect to projected
earnings.33 The release calling the hearings stated that they would consider
whether projections should continue to be prohibited in filings with the
Commission or should be permitted or required; whether guidelines should
be established for projections; whether standard assumptions for projec-
tions are feasible; whether a particular format for the presentation of
projections, or the independent verification of projections, should be re-
quired; and to what extent there may be liabilities for projections under
the securities laws. The hearings commenced on November 20, 1972, and
continued for 14 days, through December 12, 1972.

At the hearings, 53 persons testified and written comments were received
from over 200 others. Corporations furnished most of the written com-
ments, but, with a few exceptions, these were brief and simply opposed
projections. The officers of a few corporations testified. In addition, ac-
counting firms, the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
("the AICPA"), lawyers, bar associations, broker-dealer firms, professors
of law and business, analysts, specialty organizations rendering service to
clients in the area of budgeting and forecasting, and others testified or
submitted written comments. A few corporations submitted the details
and results of their internal budgeting for the purpose of showing that even
when the greatest possible care is exercised, there are often wide differ-
ences between projections and actual results."

The primary concern of most corporations appears to be the potential
liability under the securities laws in the event projections exceed actual
results, and the general unsoundness of forcing corporate executives to
predict future events. Who was wise enough to predict the effect of the
energy crisis upon the earnings of automobile companies or on housing
starts, or the effect of the truckers' strike on food deliveries, or the effect
of the Clean Air Act on coal production?

Some said that projections might be appropriate in some industries but
not in others, such as the petroleum industry, the airline and aircraft
industries, and the oil and mining industries, where it was felt that the
assumptions necessary for projections could never be justified as reasona-
ble if things went wrong. A few organizations, which specialize in rendering
services in the preparation of budgets, expressed enthusiasm for projected
earnings, but their views must be considered as somewhat biased. Still

33. SEC Exchange Act Rel. No. 9844 (Nov. 1, 1972).
34. Statement by E. V. Vetter, Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer of

Texas Instruments; Statement by Randall W. Reed, Financial Vice President of Atlantic
Richfield Co. and Albert S. Martin, Comptroller of Sun Oil Co.; and Statement by George
B. Currie, Executive Vice President, Finance & Administration of MacMillan Bloedel Lim-
ited, SEC Hearings on Projections.
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others expressed the view, with which this writer agrees, that the public
would think that projections released by an issuer (as compared with
projections released by a financial analyst) could be relied upon almost
(and this is the rub) to the same extent as historical figures, particularly
if they were blessed in some way by independent certified public accoun-
tants or any other independent organization.

The potential time burden and cost of preparing projections for publica-
tion, updating them periodically, and compensating the independent certi-
fied public accountants for their related services struck many as out of all
proportion to any public benefit.

It was pointed out at the hearings that management uses budgets or
projections internally today for many purposes, and that internal budgets
vary, depending on their use. But the distribution of internal budgets is
limited to highly trained, sophisticated individuals who are fully aware
of the perils and dangers of projections and probably are not going to sue
the issuer for mistakes of judgment.

Budgets may be either intentionally conservative, on target, or unduly
hopeful. Internal budgets are sometimes intentionally optimistic so that
divisional heads and other middle management employees will have tar-
gets to strive for, even though top management realizes that the targets
may not be attainable. The use, for internal purposes, of a too conservative
budget might decrease the efforts of middle management to improve per-
formance. It would be wrong for an issuer to release projected earnings to
the public based upon an overly optimistic budget, but the release to the
public of conservative projected earnings would immediately alert middle
management to the fact that top management does not really believe that
an internally optimistic budget is realistic. Also, the existence of a
different internal budget, showing different estimated earnings from those
publicly released, might be said to constitute the omission of a material
fact in connection with the released estimate. At least one writer who
submitted written comments to the Commission at the SEC Hearings on
Projections took the position that any requirement for projected earnings
by an issuer was self-defeating in the important area of internal incentive,
and, accordingly, would be detrimental to stockholders because it could
result in the reduction of corporate performance."

The AICPA and its Director of Technical Research, along with some of
the large accounting firms, certain corporations, securities dealers, and
some professors took the position at the hearings that projections should
be permitted (some said required) in prospectuses and other SEC filings,
and that the Commission should proceed promptly to develop guidelines,
forms, and standards for their use.

Members of the accounting profession spent a good deal of their effort

35. Statement by L. Spacek, No Benefits to Public Stockholders from One- Year Earnings
Forecasts, SEC Hearings on Projections 8-9.
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on the question of whether projections should be passed upon in some way
by outside accountants or, at least, that the arithmetical computations, as
distinguished from the reasonableness of the underlying assumptions,
should be reviewed by them. Concern was expressed that the liability of
accountants under the securities laws, which has increased materially in
the recent past, would be further increased if accountants were required
to add their names to public projections in any form, and that this would
be even worse if, as a result, an accounting firm would be considered an
"expert" for the purpose of liability under the 1933 Act. Concern was also
expressed that the coupling of projections with an accountant's report
would further increase the likelihood of undue belief of accuracy and relia-
bility on the part of the public, which generally does not understand the
limited nature of an independent accountant's general examination, or the
limited nature of his tests of accounts receivable, inventories, saleability
of products, etc. Some argued that if an accounting firm gave a report on
projected earnings, it would no longer be "independent" for the purpose
of reviewing actual results during the projection period, but this view ap-
parently is not shared by the AICPA or the Commission's staff accoun-
tants. 1 Finally, some said that it might violate the Accountant's Code of

36. Statement by H. Kapnick, Chairman of Arthur Andersen & Co., SEC "Hot Issues"
Hearings, March 22, 1972, where the position was taken that an independent public accoun-
tant who issues an opinion on earnings projection can no longer be considered independent.
The following is from that submission:

Anyone who makes substantive determination of, or passes on the reasonableness
of, assumptions underlying a forecast must thereafter be thought biased toward
achieving the indicated result. Projected results can be achieved by performance
or, perhaps in part, by alternative accounting practices (such as cost allocations,
obsolescence assessments, receivable collectibility analyses, determination of de-
preciation lives, etc.). There is subjectivity in all of these accounting
determinations. CPA's frequently encounter pressure to approve some of these
kinds of determinations only because management has made a forecast and seeks
to achieve the forecast result through accounting means-because the period for
achievement by performance is past. Therefore, it would be most undesirable for
the independent accountant to be put in the position of endorsing the reasonable-
ness of the assumptions in a forecast and then of trying to give an opinion on
financial statements that, if properly prepared, would show the assumptions to
have been inaccurate and perhaps improper.

Some have suggested that the independent accountant could be of service .
by reporting on the application of the assumptions and the compilation of fore-
casts. . . . This could be done, but I have serious questions as to whether or not it
constitutes a true service . . . and whether it might not in fact result in a mislead-
ing assumption of credibility. . . . [T]he results of a forecast probably depend
about 95% on the assumptions that are made and only 5% on the accounting
methods and the arithmetic used in compiling the forecast . ..

We should ask ourselves whether it is possible for a CPA to effectively disclaim
by words and phrases total responsibility for the assumptions even if he specifically
states that he takes responsibility only for matters of compilation and presentation.
Surely the independent accountant will not want to be associated with forecasts
which he believes or suspects have been prepared in a careless or improper manner,
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Professional Ethics for independent accountants to pass on projections.3 7

Obviously these various viewpoints influenced the Commission." Its re-
lease of February 2, 1973, which followed the hearings, proposes that
projections be permitted but not required, and that no certification or
verification be permitted to be disclosed in projections filed with the Com-
mission, since there are no generally accepted principles or policies which

even if he has no direct responsibility for them. This very fact implies that where
he is associated, even in a limited way, he knows of nothing that would make the
assumptions unreasonable....

Reports by independent accountants on historical financial statements have been
an important part of the disclosure process for many years. . . . In my opinion the
Commission has an overriding interest in seeing that the effectiveness and inde-
pendence of the independent accountant is maintained. Any procedure or require-
ment that would dilute the auditor's stature and credibility as a certifier of facts
would be a disservice to both the business community and to investors. The associa-
tion in any way with forecasted financial data on the part of the independent
accountant would tend to dilute the attesting function ...

Accord, Statements by Haskins & Sells and by Arthur Young & Co., SEC Hearings on
Projections, at least for the oil and gas industry. Contra, the AICPA and various other
a ccounting firms which are in favor of projections with participation by independent accoun-
tants, subject, however, to various safeguards, particularly in respect of liability. See State-
ments by AICPA and its Director of Technical Research, by Ernst & Ernst, by Peat, Marwick,
Mitchell & Co., and by Seidman & Seidman, SEC Hearings on Projections. The report and
recommendations of the SEC Division of Corporation Finance, note 38 infra was signed by
the Assistant Chief Accountant of the Commission.

37. Belda, Reporting on Forecasts of Future Developments, 130 J. ACCOUNTANCY 54 (Dec.
1970) includes the following:

Rule 2.04 of the Code of Professional Ethics states:
A member or associate shall not permit his name to be used in conjunction
with any forecast of the results of future transactions in a manner which may
lead to the belief that the member or associate vouches for the accuracy of
the forecast.

Opinion No. 10 of the Institute's committee on professional ethics provides an
interpretation of this rule. This Opinion acknowledges the value of projections of
this nature as important management tools. The Opinion also states that "Rule
2.04 does not prohibit a member from preparing, or assisting a client in the prepara-
tion of such statements and analyses."

The Opinion states that the CPA whose name is associated with such statements
and analyses should disclose:
1. The source of the information used, or the major assumptions made.
2. The character of the work performed.
3. The degree of responsibility taken.

The Opinion cautions that "there shall be a presumption that such data may be
used by parties other than the client." This admonition is an important one and
fortifies the need for adequate disclosures. Finally, the Opinion calls for an indica-
tion, in the member's report or covering letter, that he "does not vouch for the
accuracy of the forecast."

38. On January 19, 1973, the SEC Division of Corporation Finance submitted to the
Commission an extensive report summarizing the viewpoints presented at the Hearings on
Projections, analyzing the legal questions presented by projections under the securities laws,
and making recommendations as to projections in the future. The Commission's February 2,
1973 Release, note 2 supra, followed these recommendations for the most part.
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can be applied, at present, by a person making such a certification or
verification.

SOURCES OF PROJECTIONS AND THE RISKS INVOLVED IN THEIR USE

Chairman Casey, in his introduction on November 20, 1972, at the
Hearings on Projections, recognized that projected earnings were often
available to prospective purchasers for a registered public issue even
though not included in the prospectus, and that, while there was a differ-
ence of opinion as to the weight given to them by investors, they were
sufficiently important to require that the Commission seriously reconsider
permitting or requiring their inclusion in prospectuses and other SEC fil-
ings .39

When stock is being offered to the public in a registered offering, it has
been considered illegal under the 1933 Act for the registrant or a person
participating in the distribution to make projected earnings available to
prospective purchasers prior to effectiveness of the registration statement.
Such figures have not been permitted in the prospectus and, therefore,
would have to be put in a separate document in order to be available.
During the "waiting period" between the filing of a registration statement
and its effectiveness, only a preliminary or "red herring" prospectus can
be sent to prospective customers. Violations have often resulted in such
problems as delay in effectiveness, elimination of prospective underwri-
ters, or even legal sanctions.10 After the registration statement has become
effective, it is legal to furnish projections with the final prospectus.

39. See The Two-Tier Market Lingers On, Sort Of, FORTUNE, at 41, (Feb. 1974), which
discusses the substantial decline during 1973 in the times-earnings ratios of certain "top-tier
companies" (IBM; Polaroid; Avon; Walt Disney; Tampax; McDonald's; Sears, Roebuck; and
MAGIC) and, in making reference to the weight given to earnings predictions by investors,
quotes the testimony of R. G. Kennedy, Vice President for Financial Affairs of the Ford
Foundation before a Senate Subcommittee on financial markets, as follows:

Those big top-tier companies . . . have shown steady predictable earnings in all
weather and investors pay for stocks according to their estimates of . . . future
earnings . . . and they want to be as sure as they can be about those future earn-
ings. . . . There isn't anything phony about the proclaimed virtues of these stocks.
There are such things as real growth companies . . . . Some of them are unique
.... They seem likely to many investors to be able to hold on to the markets they
created. Id. at 44 (emphasis added).

The article points out that Senator Lloyd Bentsen, Chairman of the subcommittee, registered
skepticism about this view of top-tier stocks and

observed that, with the heavy concentration of growth stocks in their portfolios,
some institutions seemed to believe that they could make an investment decision
into a self-fulfilling prophecy, "an act of will just like Jonathan Livingston Sea-
gull's, who came to believe it was possible to fly as no gull ever had before ...

ignoring the basic limitations and rules."
Id. at 44. It is interesting to compare the actual market performance of these stocks with the
predictions and the predictions of the leading economists with the actual results.

40. See Releases, supra note 12.
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In spite of the problems during the waiting period, projections are some-
times available then, either as a result of the work of outsiders not partici-
pating in the offering, or as a result of leaks of projections prepared by the
registrant, or an engineering firm, or the representative of the underwri-
ters, for help in lining up the underwriting group. The use of projections
to line up underwriters is legal and proper under the 1933 Act, provided
they go no further. Therefore, when projections are used for this purpose,
prospective underwriters are cautioned not to make them available to
dealers who are not prospective underwriters, or to retail purchasers. It is
hard to police what a recipient does with projections. It is sometimes found
that they are illegally sent to dealers who are not prospective underwriters,
and are shown by underwriters or dealers to, or their conclusion passed on
to, their customers' men, who then make them or their conclusions avail-
able to prospective purchasers. When this occurs, the offeree may be mi-
sled into giving an order before he has the issuer's final prospectus, particu-
larly if the projections were carelessly prepared or if they were prepared
by a person lacking real knowledge of the registrant's business.

A purchaser might also be misled, of course, by projections furnished
with the final prospectus after the registration statement has become effec-
tive, but at that point, there is usually less pressure to make a hurried
"sale"- and hopefully the chances are better that the purchaser will read
the final prospectus and carefully consider the situation before he acts.

It has been pointed out above that there are many ways of constructing
projected earnings: some are no more than a "guesstimate" of hoped-for
earnings per share by an experienced person who does little or no backup
work; others are the result of applying carefully chosen and sophisticated
assumptions to prior performance and may include figures just as detailed
as the companies' regular profit and loss statements.

At present there are no guidelines or standards for projections, and as
passed around they often do not include the assumptions on which they
are based. The recipient, whether as a prospective underwriter, dealer,
customers' man, or retail purchaser, has no way of knowing how a projec-
tion was prepared and how much weight should be given to it. The securi-
ties dealer can at least be presumed to be more sophisticated than the
average retail customer, and should realize that the final figure is the result
of applying assumptions which may prove, and often are proved, to be
incorrect due to changes completely beyond the issuer's control, such as
strikes in rail transportation or key supply industries. This is the essence
of the matter, so far as this writer is concerned. It is fallacious to presume
that the average retail customer will pay any attention to the assumptions,
or the fact that assumptions have been used, whether or not they are
expressly set forth. He will look at the bottom line figure and improperly
assume that this is the amount the issuer is going to earn per share and
he will judge the offering price accordingly. It is too much to expect him
to be knowledgeable as to the ramifications of all that precedes that
bottom-line figure.

[Vol. 25
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Despite the risks, projections by analysts not connected with the issuer,
or by an underwriter, can hardly be outlawed, as this writer doubts that
the SEC has any jurisdiction in the absence of fraud. All the analyst is
doing is what the retail customer should do for himself if he had the
knowledge, sophistication, and time. The ability of the customer to receive
projections from his broker is simply one of the services which the customer
has taken into account in selecting his broker. It must be recognized,
therefore, that there will be projections no matter what position the Com-
mission ultimately takes with respect to their publication by issuers, but
such projections will not be sanctified by Commission approval. Accord-
ingly, many of the participants at the SEC Hearings on Projections said
that the most important thing the Commission could do with respect to
projections would be to proceed promptly to develop guidelines and
standards for them.

Thinking for a moment about guidelines and standards, it is readily
apparent that these might cover such things as appropriate form and
appropriate period. By form this writer means the question of whether
projections should be presented with the same breakdown as the issuer's
profit and loss statement for a past period (some have even suggested that
a divisional breakdown should be furnished if this is furnished for actual
earnings); whether they should be presented in a column next to earnings
for a past period, or on a completely separate page, or possibly in narrative
form with an indication only of the amount of gross revenues, earnings
before taxes, taxes, and net earnings per share (or only some of these); and
whether the source of the projection may, if it so desires, give ranges
instead of fixed figures, and if this is done, what the permissible magnitude
of the ranges should be. By "appropriate period," this writer means the
maximum future period for which projections are deemed appropriate. The
accuracy of projections, of course, declines as the period which they cover
increases. The SEC Division of Corporation Finance, in the report referred
to in footnote 38, recommends that projections which extend beyond the
current fiscal year, or possibly the succeeding fiscal year, should not be
entitled to any protection from liability under any Commission rule. More
important, however, than any of these considerations is the soundness of
the assumptions upon which projections are based.4'

The assumptions, in general, relate both to external matters over which
management has no control but which are essential to a forecast, such as
the level of inflation, stability of the dollar, absence of war, availability of
energy and transportation facilities, and absence of government regula-
tions affecting price or wage levels or the priority of use of raw materials,
and to internal matters such as wage rates, absence of strikes, plant com-

41. See CHALMERS, at 40-42; Assumptions and Profits Forecasts, 76 THE ACCOUNTANT'S

MAGAZINE 13 (1972); J. S. Mascia, Corporate Earnings Predictions, 25 FIN. ANALYSTS J. 107
(1969).
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pletion dates, availability and costs of raw materials, and selling prices of
products.

It seems doubtful that the Commission can develop standards for the
choice of internal assumptions, which necessarily differ from industry to
industry and from business to business. Obviously, management is in a
better position to arrive at the proper assumptions, particularly those as
to internal matters, than outsiders such as analysts or accountants. Man-
agement has access to department heads, knows the company's labor situ-
ation and what is expected with respect to plant improvements and plant
use. It understands the company's supply problems, including the availa-
bility of oil, gas, coal, and its markets and the problems raised by competi-
tive products. Analysts can only guess at many of these considerations.

But, even assuming that appropriate assumptions are selected, applied,
and properly set forth in a document, such as a prospectus, over which
management has control, how can management possibly force media such
as newspapers, which generally do not bother to put in qualifications or
reservations, to include them with any publication of the bottom line fig-
ure? Moreover, how does one impose on the reader the necessity of taking
them into account in assessing reliability?

Assume for the moment that the present state of affairs continues, ex-
cept that the Commission promulgates guidelines and standards for
projections, which are equally applicable to their source whether it be
issuer or analyst. Assume further that a particular issuer decides not to put
out projections. What then are the duties and responsibilities of the issuer
if an analyst presents the issuer with a proposed projection and asks for
comments? This is a perfectly normal occurrence. The SEC staff and the
stock exchanges apparently take the position that, if the projection is
substantially in error, then the issuer has an obligation to advise the ana-
lyst of such.42 But the issuer has no obligation to tell the analyst that the
projection is "on target" or "in the ball park," and if the issuer does this,
the issuer may take on responsibility for the projection. This is, indeed, a
difficult aspect of the projection problem, particularly if, in so comment-
ing, the issuer may be deemed thereby, as it had been argued, to have
given material inside information to the analyst which it has not made
available to the general public and thereby to have made the analyst a
"tippee" so that if he or his customer trades before this information is
publicly available, they, and probably the issuer, may be liable to others
in the marketplace.

3

42. See, e.g., correction of error in figures given in Metz, Market Place, N.Y. Times, Jan.
23, 1974, at 46, col. 2, 3 in Metz, Market Place, N.Y. Times, Jan. 24, 1974, at 50, col. 5,6;
and in Metz, Market Place, N.Y. Times, Jan. 25, 1974, at 44, col. 2,3.

43. See SEC v. Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., 401 F.2d 833 (2d Cir. 1968), cert. denied, 394
U.S. 976 (1969); Ross v. Licht, 263 F. Supp. 395 (S.D. N.Y. 1967); Investors Management
Co., SEC Exchange Act Rel. No. 9267 (July 29, 1971); Cady, Roberts & Co., 40 S.E.C. 907
(1961).
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It is too early to know the answers to this aspect of the problem, but this
writer ventures to suggest that an issuer which does not desire to release
projections, and does no more than express the view that figures presented
by an analyst are "on target" or "in the ball park" should not thereby be
deemed to have released material inside information to the analyst or to
have adopted the analyst's projection as its own. In these circumstances
the issuer has not reviewed, and cannot be expected to review, the assump-
tions used by the analyst. Indeed the analyst's projection, if all he presents
is a conclusion, may be based on assumptions which are not sound in light
of management's knowledge, but with one unfounded assumption setting
off another so that the projected earnings per share is close to what the
issuer believes is correct based on well-founded assumptions.

This writer considers that it is simply unrealistic to say that an issuer
guarantees the accuracy of an analyst's projection, or that it has been
carefully and properly prepared, by commenting, after a request from the
analyst which the issuer has not instigated, that it is "in the ball park."
In the unusual case where an issuer has reason to believe that it might be
successfully sued for substantial damages because of an undisclosed mate-
rial fact, it might be best for the issuer not to respond at all to an analyst's
request for confirmation that his earnings projection is "in the ball park."

How ACCURATE ARE EARNINGS PROJECTIONS?

As might be expected, it is difficult to reach any conclusion, theoretical
or practical, as to how accurate well-prepared earnings projections have
been or should be." One author reports that "his study reveals that some

44. Mascia, Corporate Earnings Predictions, 25 FIN. ANALYSTS J. 107 (1969), cites and
analyzes Green & Segall, The Predictive Power of First-Quarter Earnings Reports, J. OF Bus.,
Jan. 1967, which was based on a sample of 46 NYSE firms in 1964, where the researchers
tested the accuracy of six forecasting models, all of which it was concluded were extrapola-
tions of some sort. The range of accuracy was from nearly 40 percent off to about 18 percent
off. Variations were then applied to the models, with differing results:

The researchers also combed the Wall Street Journal to find published forecasts by
company executives. Naturally these projections are very vague, but they were no
better than the naive models. This observation (it might be an unfair one) suggests
that security analysts should not take too seriously the statements made by corpo-
rate officials, even though the corporate officer may be regarded by the security
analyst as his most important source of added information. Id. at 108.

The authors then cite Brown & Neiderhoffer, The Predictive Content of Quarterly Earnings,
41 J. OF Bus. 488 (Oct. 1968), where a larger number of models were used, but the authors
concluded "it is not clear whether this larger number of devices actually facilitated forecast-
ing ability." The errors were still very high. The authors then cite Craig & Malkiel, The
Consensus and Accuracy of Some Predictions of the Growth of Corporate Earnings, 23 J.
FINANCE 67 (1968), where an attempt was made to predict annual average growth rates for
five years into the future, and a "low" correlation was found between calculated and actual
earnings. See also Daily, The Feasibility of Reporting Forecasted Information, 46 THE Ac-
COUNTING REv. 686 (1971), which suggests a procedure for evaluating the accuracy of fore-
casted information and presents the results of a limited empirical investigation of forecasting
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firms are capable of forecasting net income consistently within 10 percent
to 15 percent of the actual amount," but this writer is skeptical, since this
has not been his experience."5 An analysis of the forecasts used in offering
circulars and take-over documents in Britain, which was submitted at the
SEC Hearings on Projections, indicates that those used in the former are
generally more conservative than those used in the latter, and that most
companies exceed by about 10 percent the forecasts appearing in offering
circulars but often fail by up to the same percentage to meet forecasts in
take-over documents.

There has been some suggestion that where actual results are more than
15 percent below a forecast, there should be an explanation for the differ-
ence. At the same time it has been pointed out that a difference of as little
as 10 percent can be material. For example, if a forecast indicates that a
company will earn $1 per share and its stock is selling at 20 times earnings,
or $20 per share, and the company actually earns 90¢, 20 times earnings
would be $18. But with the failure to meet the forecast, coupled with the
fact that actual earnings may indicate a levelling off of earnings or even a
decline, the price-earnings ratio may drop to 15:1, so that the market is
now at $13.50, or over 32 percent below the market price when the forecast
was made.

In some cases, of course, a failure to meet projected earnings by 50
percent or more would not necessarily mean that the projection was care-
lessly or improperly prepared, since one or more of the assumptions
deemed reasonable when made, simply may not have worked out. This
writer is skeptical that it will really benefit investors to require, where

accuracy. The conclusion (at 692) was an expression of "reasonable doubt regarding the
ability of a company to forecast operating results with the degree of accuracy and precision
necessary to satisfy the requirements of investors. Differences exceeding 15 percent between
forecasted net income and actual net income were present in one-third of the observa-
tions .... Levels of accuracy ... appear to vary according to industry classification."; see
also Elton & Gruber, Earnings Estimates and The Accuracy of Expectational Data, 18
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE B-409 (1972), which examines the performance of alternative mechani-
cal forecasting techniques as predictors of earnings. KRIPKE at 1067, n. 32, states:

It must be conceded that what little is known about unsupervised forecasts used
for external purposes is not too promising. Two studies have shown a low reliability
for analysts' forecasts. Craig & Malkiel, Consensus and Accuracy of Some Predic-
tions of the Growth of Corporate Earnings, 23 J. Finance 67 (March 1968); Elton
& Gruber, Earnings Estimates and the Accuracy of Expectational Data, forthcom-
ing article in the April 1972 issue of Management Science.

A whole branch of accounting deals with budgeting and forecasting for internal
control purposes. A preliminary study suggested some reasonably accurate results
in internally forecasting revenues; substantially less in forecasting net income.
Daily, The Feasibility of Reporting Forecasted Information, 46 Accounting Rev. 686
(1971). Recent reported uses of forecasts in securities contexts present questionable
aspects. See 2 SEC Special Study of the Securities Markets, H.R. Doc. No. 95, 88th
Cong., ist Sess. pt. 3, at 86-93 (1963); E. Stamp & C. Marley, Accounting Principles
and the City Code-The Case for Reform 26-29, 48-56 (1970).

45. See Daily supra note 44, at 692.
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actual earnings fail to meet projected earnings by more than a specified
percentage, that the source of the projection publish the reasons for the
failure. After all, if a company's performance fails to come up to expecta-
tions, management will probably provide bona fide excuses in the annual
report and in news releases.

LIABILITY FOR EARNINGS PROJECTIONS

At common law earnings projections were considered opinions and not
facts. A failure to meet bona fide projections did not make the projections
fraudulent or deceitful so that a person relying on them could successfully
bring suit."

Under the securities laws, on the other hand, although in the context of
prohibiting the inclusion of projections in prospectuses and other SEC
filings the common law viewpoint has been adhered to, if the public has
been misled by a careless projection, a misstatement of fact or the omission
of a necessary fact will be found to exist and an actionable securities law
fraud may be found present if the misstatement or omission is material."
The provisions of the 1933 Act giving rise to such liability are sections 1146
(imposing liability on certain participants in public offerings) and 12(2)"9

(imposing liability on a seller for misleading statements in the sale of
securities). The provisions of the 1934 Act giving rise to such liability are
sections 10(b) 5 and Rule 10b-5 51 promulgated under that section (imposing
liability for manipulative and deceptive practices in the purchase or sale
of securities), 14(a) 52 and Rule 14a-953 (creating liability for misleading
statements in connection with proxy solicitations), 14(e)14 (prohibiting
manipulative and deceptive conduct in connection with tender offers),
15(c)55 and Rules 15c1-156 and 15cl-2 57 (dealing with misleading statements
by brokers and dealers), and 1858 (dealing with misleading statements in

46. See Crosby v. Emerson, 142 F. 713 (3d Cir. 1906); Robinson v. Parks, 76 Md. 118, 24
A. 411 (Ct. App. 1892). See also Shulman, Civil Liability and the Securities Act, 43 YALE
L.J. 227, 236-37, (1933); Heller, supra note 7, at 307-08, n. 18.

47. See Gleason, Civil Liabilities Associated with the Use of Projections of Earnings and
Income, which was part of the Report of the SEC Division of Corporation Finance referred
to in supra note 38. See also BROMBERG, supra note 32, and Beecher v. Able; Levy v. Douglas
Aircraft Co., CCH FED. SEC. L. REP. 94,450 (S.D.N.Y. March 22, 1974).

48. 15 U.S.C. §77k (1970).
49. Id. at §771(2).
50. Id. at §78j.
51. 17 C.F.R. §240.10b-5 (1973).
52. 15 U.S.C. §78n (1970).
53. 17 C.F.R. §240.14a-9 (1973).
54. 15 U.S.C. §78n (1970).
55. Id. at §78o(c).
56. 17 C.F.R. §240.15c-I (1973).
57. Id. at §240.15cl-2.
58. 15 U.S.C. §78r (1970).
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filings). The net result of all these provisions has been a "shot-gun liabil-
ity" approach under which plaintiffs allege the violation of all possible
sections with the hope that the courts will agree that at least one has been
violated.

In general, except for the absolute liability imposed on an issuer for a
misstatement of material fact or omission of material fact in a prospectus
under the 1933 Act,59 the 1934 Act, particularly section 10(b) and Rule 10b-
5, has proved to provide the broader basis for suit because of longer applic-
able statutes of limitation, a relaxed requirement of privity, and its applic-
ability to purchases as well as to sales. The "shot-gun" approach, when
combined with the growth of the class action," the declining importance
of scienter" and of privity under Rule 10b-5 (and perhaps even no necessity
of showing that the plaintiff was actually a purchaser or a seller so long as
he was a security holder at the relevant point in time),6 2 tends to slant the
litigation very much in a plaintiffs favor and makes people particularly
apprehensive about liability for a missed earnings projection even though
the projection was carefully and properly prepared.

Assuming then, for the sake of argument, that projected earnings involve
"facts," what are the considerations as to materiality?63 Is it a question of
how far the projection is away from the actual figure, or how far into the
future the projection goes? Or is there an omission of material facts when
one furnishes a projection but fails to say that it was carelessly prepared?
We know very little about materiality, and it is simply impossible to say
that material facts will be deemed omitted from a projection which turned
out to be only 75 percent accurate but will not be omitted from one which
was 90 percent accurate.6 ' Indeed Dolgow held that there was no liability
where the projection was carefully prepared even though the inaccuracy
was large. This should not really be surprising. An opinion by a qualified
person, particularly if requested by the recipient, should not result in
liability if proper care was used in its preparation. Otherwise we would

59. There is, of course, no liability if the purchaser knows of the misstatement or omission,
but the defendant has the almost impossible burden of proving this. Section 11(a) of the 1933
Act; 15 U.S.C. §77k(a) (1970).

60. See Affiliated Ute Citizens v. United States, 406 U.S. 128 (1972); SEC v. Texas Gulf
Sulphur Co., 401 F.2d 833 (2d Cir. 1968); Dolgow v. Anderson, 53 F.R.D. 664 (E.D. N.Y.
1971), aff'd, 464 F.2d 437 (2d Cir. 1972).

61. Mitchell v. Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., 446 F.2d 90 (10th Cir. 1971); Vanderboom v.
Sexton, 422 F.2d 1233 (8th Cir. 1970); SEC v. Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., 401 F.2d 833 (2d Cir.
1968); Myzel v. Fields, 348 F.2d 718 (8th Cir. 1967), cert. denied, 390 U.S. 951 (1968); Ellis
v. Carter, 291 F.2d 270 (9th Cir. 1961). See generally Gleason, note 47 supra, at 18-20.

62. 406 U.S. 128 (1972).
63. Id. at 153-54: "All that is necessary is that the facts withheld be material in the sense

that a reasonable investor might have considered them important in the making of his
decision." Accord, List v. Fashion Park, Inc., 340 F.2d 457 (2d Cir. 1965); Mitchell v. Texas
Gulf Sulphur Co., 446 F.2d 90, 96 (10th Cir. 1971), SEC v. Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., 401 F.2d
833, 849 (2d Cir. 1968); Kohler v. Kohler Co., 319 F.2d 634 (7th Cir. 1963).

64. See KRIPKE at 1067-68.
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have a situation where no one could afford to express a judgment about
the future, and human progress would come to a standstill or at least be
materially impeded.

Despite Dolgow and its implications, the bar, the accounting profession
and others who addressed themselves to the matter at the SEC Hearings
on Projections 1

5 asked for further assurance of no liability if earnings
projections are to be encouraged or required by the Commission. Issuers
should not have to defend themselves against charges such as those in
Dolgow in jurisdictions other than the Second Circuit. Moreover, Dolgow
might not cut across a court's view of the absolute liability of an issuer for
the misstatement of a material fact or the omission of a material fact in a
prospectus, no matter how much care has been exercised in its preparation,
particularly if the projection was far too high and the price of the stock
went down a great deal.

The only way to satisfy the legal profession is to amend all of the liability
provisions of the securities laws so as specifically to exclude liability for
projections, clearly identified as such, if they are prepared in good faith
with reasonable care and if they disclose the major assumptions used.
While it is somewhat debatable whether SEC rules along these same lines,
without amendment of the statutes, would be adequate to eliminate liabil-
ity, this writer believes that they should be; in any event, persons relying
on them would be protected from liability by reason of section 19(a) of the
1933 Act " and section 23(a) of the 1934 Act."

The validity of SEC rules would depend on whether they are permissible
under section 19 of the 1933 Act and under section 10(b) 8 of the 1934 Act

65. SEC Securities Act Rel. No. 5362 (Feb. 2, 1973); SEC Exchange Act Rel. No. 9984
(Feb. 2, 1973).

66. Section 19(a), 15 U.S.C. §77s(a) (1970), gives the SEC broad power "to make, amend,
and rescind such rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this
subchapter... " including the power to define "accounting, technical and trade terms used
in this subchapter." Section 19(a) further provides that no provision of the 1933 Act imposing
liability shall apply to any act done in good faith in conformity with an SEC rule even though
the rule is later held invalid. Under this language the SEC has determined what can and
cannot be included in prospectuses and that certain information required to be furnished to
it shall not be deemed "filed" for the purpose of the 1933 Act. Presumably if it wanted, the
SEC could provide in a rule that a projection is not to be deemed "filed" under the 1933 Act
even though it is included in a prospectus. It seems more probable that the SEC would
provide simply that a projection meeting specified standards and setting forth the material
assumptions used in preparing it will not be deemed a statement of material fact or to involve
the omission of a material fact for the purpose of liability under the Act.

67. 15 U.S.C. §78w(a) (1970).
68. Section 10(b) makes it unlawful for a person "[tlo use or employ, in connection with

the purchase or sale of any security . . . any manipulative or deceptive device or contrivance
in contravention of such rules and regulations as the Commission may prescribe as necessary
or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection of investors." 15 U.S.C. §78j(b)
(1970). The SEC could by amending Rule 10b-5 under this section except from the Rule a
projection of earnings prepared in accordance with specified standards and setting forth the
material assumptions on which it is based. This exception would be equally available to
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or analogous sections of that Act, such as sections 12(e)"9 or 15(c).111 If
projections (which this writer submits are fraught with dangers and should
be developed with great care unless fraud is to occur) are to be permitted
in prospectuses, presumably they would also be permitted in proxy state-
ments and this would require an amendment of Rule 14a-9 which is re-
ferred to above.

CONCLUSION

Projected earnings are related to investment decisions and market
prices, which are primarily the concern of investment advisors and securi-
ties dealers and not of the issuer. They are not really facts, or at least they
are not based on facts that can be substantiated when they are published,
although their publication may result in the omission of material facts if
they are carelessly prepared, with resulting liability under the securities
laws.

Therefore, this writer agrees with the Commission's historical position
which is also shared by many of those participating in the SEC Hearings
on Projections. Even though management may be in a better position than
anyone else to prepare them, projections should be left to analysts and
securities dealers and not forced on management whose primary concern
is and must continue to be the profitable operation of the business. Man-
agement should not be required to expose itself or the company's assets or
existing stockholders to unnecessary risks, suits, and liabilities undisclosed
in the balance sheet.

issuers and analysts whichever was the source of a projection. Gleason, supra note 47, suggests
that a rule may also be needed stating that projections meeting the above standard, even
though included in reports filed under the 1934 Act, shall not be deemed "filed" for the
purpose of section 18 of that Act.

Accord, Statements by American Bar Association and Opinion of Sidley & Austin attached
to Statement by H. Kapnick, Chairman of Arthur Andersen & Co., SEC Hearings on
Projections.

69. 15 U.S.C. §781(e) (1970).
70. 15 U.S.C. §78o(c) (1970).
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APPENDIX*

SUGGESTED PARTICULARS OF A PROFITS FORECAST IN A TAKE-OVER

CIRCULAR

(Effective date of document, say, March 31, 1980)

The directors of P.Q.R. Limited make the following forecast of profits for the year ended
December 31, 1980, based on the assumptions set out below:-

ACTUAL FORECAST
Year to Year-to

December 31, December 31,
1979 1980

(000's)

External Turnover 5,800 7,035

Trading Surplus 830 1,045

Depreciation (340) (395)
Share of Profit of Associated Company 130 134

Interest Payable (72) (80)

Profit before Tax 548 704

Regular assumptions
1. Inflation.-Inflation will take place continuously at the rate of 8% p.a., which is the
actual rate suffered in the 12 months to December 31, 1979 according to the Consumer Price
Index.
2. Sales volume.-Sales volume will increase by 10%, due to an increase of 15% in the sales
force which is to be deployed in areas of the country not previously covered.
3. Sales price.-Sales prices during the year will increase on average by 6% over the rates
ruling at the end of last year. The excess over the 8% annual inflationary increment (equiva-
lent on average to say 4% on the year's sales) is not expected to cause a loss of volume; this
is justified by price increases of approximately 6% instituted on January 1, 1980 which have
not so far affected orders or sales volume adversely.
4. Costs.-Costs will increase consistently with the assumptions made above on inflation
and sales, after allowance for known and expected increases in raw material and component
prices in excess of the forecast inflationary rate, and subject to a reduction of £75,000 from
the renegotiation in February 1980 of a contract with a major supplier.

Other Assumptions
5. National.-Rates of interest, taxation, foreign exchange and import duties will not
change materially.
6. Industrial disputes. -Industrial disputes in the factories of the company or its major
suppliers will not exceed those experienced last year.
7. Claims under guarantee.-Claims by customers under performance guarantees will not
exceed the allowance of 3% of sales made in the forecast: this allowance was exceeded in one
of the last five years, but not in the last five years taken together.
8. Litigation.-The action brought against the company by X.Y.Z. Limited for alleged
infringement of patents will, in accordance with counsel's opinion, not be decided in the
plaintiff's favour. The costs of defending the action will not exceed the £15,000 provided in
the accounts at December 31, 1979.

* Taken from THE ACCOUNTANT'S MAGAZINE at 19-20 (Jan. 1972).
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9. Unforeseen circumstances.-There will be no unforeseen circumstances; all material fac-
tors which the directors believe are probable have been allowed for in the forecast, and those
that they do not foresee happening but whose possibilities are not wholly remote are covered
by the assumptions set out above.

ACCOUNTANT'S REPORT
To the Directors of P. Q. R. Limited

We have reviewed the accounting bases and calculations for the profit forecast of P.Q.R.
Limited (for which the directors are wholly responsible) for the year ended December 31, 1980
set out on pages .... of this circular.

The forecasts include the results shown by unaudited interim accounts of the company for
the two months ended February 28, 1980. The company has had a system of annual forecast-
ing, budgetary control and monthly accounting based on continuous stock records, for the
last four years. During the first of these years the forecast of £400,000 made at the beginning
of the year substantially exceeded the year's actual profit before tax (£220,000), principally
due to a prolonged strike in the factory of a major supplier. In the latest three years the most
that the annual forecast has exceeded the actual profit has been 14% of the latter.

The forecast of the share of profits of the associated company, which has been examined
by another firm of chartered accountants, includes results shown by unaudited interim ac-
counts, based on assumed gross profit levels, for the three months ended December 31, 1979.
This associated company has not previously prepared a detailed profit forecast.

In our opinion the forecasts, so far as the accounting bases and calculations are concerned,
have been properly compiled on the footing of the assumptions numbered 1 to 9 made by the
directors and set out above, and are presented on a basis consistent with the accounting
practices normally adopted by the company.


